
Matthew Addison

“Wish Girls”

Do you use a pen name?

I publish my porn pseudonymously, but 
as a science fiction/fantasy writer I've 
been nominated for the Hugo, Nebula, 
World Fantasy, Campbell, and 
Mythopoeic awards... and won at least 
one of those!

Do you have a scandalous theatrical life?

I did a fair bit of performance art in college, including one piece that involved the 
destruction, via battle-axe, of a shit-filled pinata.

What do you think about your protagonist’s preference for fembots?

My hero in “Wish Girls” is definitely an emotionally stunted guy. The access to hot
and cold running guilt-free sex from adolescence has warped his perceptions about 
human relationships. I suspect a normally-socialized person would find the situation 
empty, repetitive, disheartening, and emotionally-alienating a lot faster... but it would 
take a few weekends!

The response to this story has been incredibly heartening. It was the first real piece of 
erotica I ever wrote -- something firmly about sex, that also told a story, and that, I 
hope, is arousing mentally as well as physically. And to all my readers, may all your 
wishes come true -- provided you're careful what you wish for!

What is your astrological sign? Any other signs and symbols regarding the
occasion of your birth?

The Archer. As for portents, well, the moon was as blood, rain fell from a clear sky, 
strange lights glowed upon the mountain, and some farm animals spoke in human 
tongues— but nothing special, no.
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Do your children and/or parents know about your erotic writing? Have 
they read it?

No... hence the pseudonym. When my kid is older I'm sure I'll let him know about it, 
but I'd rather his early Google skill-building not turn up hardcore bondage porn under 
his dad's byline! 
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Eric Albert

“Inspiration”

http://www.ericalbert.net/

Who are you, in addition to being an erotic writer?

 I’m an interpreter for deaf people, computer scientist, 
bestselling crossword puzzle constructor, and sex 
researcher. I'm currently an intern at Emerge, the nation's 
first program for people who are abusive in relationships— 
that is, people who are sometimes called batterers.

Have you ever been in a hospice situation with a dying loved one?

This story was inspired by you, Susie. I already had the inside story (the ass-fucking 
part) written; it was a fancy write-up of a dirty story I once whispered in my partner's 
ear during sex. I wanted to use it in a story, but it didn't have any plot.

Then you wrote me, "You know how I hate the word "romantic"; it's just been ruined for 
me. I would rather die than do a ‘romantica’ book. Even though at heart I am a secret 
romantic."

Later that evening, I was washing the dishes and your comment came into my head. I 
found myself wondering, "Is there any way that ass-fucking piece could be a romantic 
story?" 

As soon as the thought occurred, I knew I had to do it. It's just the sort of challenge I 
find compelling.

I focused on the gagging scene because that seemed the absolute least romantic part 
of the ass-fucking piece. And somehow my brain came up with a woman gagging in a 
hospital. From then on, the story wrote itself. I often write "structurally"— seeing the 
overall arc first— then add in the "human" parts later.

In fact, I have far too much experience sitting at hospital bedsides. I focused on writing 
warm and funny dialogue to play up the contrast with the awful situation.
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Are you now, or have you been a sex worker?

No, though I've made a couple of hundred dollars by stopping in the middle of 
cunnilingus and demanding payment to continue.

Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?

I've committed "abominable and detestable acts against nature," according to both 
Rhode Island and Massachusetts sex laws.  I've never ingested an illegal drug.  I've 
never drunk a cup of coffee.
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Paula Bomer

“On the Road with Sonia”

http://www.paulabomer.com/

“Whether you shoot yourself in the head, 
your heart, your groin, whether it be 
original sin, lust, possession by a devil, 
or a secular, overwhelming depression, it 
is essentially what makes us human, this 
suffering, equal only to our most human 
ability to show compassion in light of 
others' serious problems.”

Who would you cast as the cinema 
stars of your story?

Mario Bello— and Jason Patric, circa 
“After Dark, My Sweet.”

Tell me about yourself...

I’m 40 years old and I was born in Madison, Wisconsin, and raised in South Bend, 
Indiana. My Midwestern roots are a big part of who I am.

Have you ever done sex work?

No. But I did pose nude with a boa constrictor wrapped around me for the cover of a 
single of a metal band from Queens.
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Ernie Conrick

“Backhand”

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your talents?

I won the pinewood derby as a Boy Scout. The 
other scouts complained that my father, an 
engineer, built my car for me. I didn't care; it 
was, at the age of 10, my greatest moment.

Otherwise, I sometimes get writing fellowships, 
grants etc. The last one kept me in Asia for years working as an international 
correspondent.

Have you ever held Political Office?

I am unelectable. I have so many skeletons in my closet that they cannot all fit at the 
same time— they have to stand in there in shifts.

Has your work ever been "made an example of?" 

Yes, but perhaps not in the way you imagine. I have written controversial articles on 
the subject of Islam that have angered certain people. I am a foreign policy hawk— 
and, at times, I have found that my published opinion on subjects like this have caused 
me trouble.

Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?

I was arrested for DUI in the summer of 2007 in Maine. When I took the breathalyzer, it 
registered a 0.08, the legal limit. 

I argued my own case. The breathalyzer machine had registered the same score on the 
man arrested before me. I argued that the chances of two people scoring 0.08 in 
succession was very small and suggested that the machine was either out of order or 
misused. They dropped the charges.

I think that 0.08, which is now the national limit, is too low. You can have that amount 
of alcohol in your blood and be sober in all practical ways. I think many states make a 
lot of money on this in fines and court fees. That's not to say that drunk driving is okay
— it isn't— but I think you should really be drunk before they take your money.
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Corwin Ericson

“Seagum”

http://harpers.org/archive/2002/02/0079074

Have you received any awards or 
condemnations in your career as a writer?

Awards: Two Pushcart Prize nominations, if that 
counts for anything. 

Condemnations: I have a box full of rejection 
slips.

Do you have a scandalous or noteworthy 
theater life? 

I perform witty and imaginative puppet shows for 
my cat. She usually leaves at intermission.

What do you know about the Downeaster fisherman’s life, that you based 
Seagum on?

For better or worse, I made the whole thing up, from stern to bow. I've never been a 
commercial fisherman and don't even own a fishing rod. I've never lived on a Maine 
island. I haven't even been on a big boat in years. 

Seagum, the drug, is a complete fabrication.

Moby Dick is one of the main books behind my book— a man sick of life on the 
continent goes to sea and gets caught up in another man's obsession with a monster. 

Melville wrote it while he lived in the landlocked hills of western Massachusetts, as I 
do. 

I figured I'd continue his literary tradition and write an idiosyncratic book full of 
eccentric coastal and oceanic lore. In my upcoming novel, whaling by a few fictional 
European countries is an important cultural and economic practice. My protagonist is 
from a coastal northern New England island with a historical tradition of whaling. 

Of course, Melville did actually serve on several ships and really was shipwrecked in the 
Pacific. 
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I, on the other hand, was unable to start my car the other day in the Walmart parking 
lot and felt stranded among strange, tattooed peoples who could wrestle in the same 
weight class as hefty Samoan warriors. 

When you think of your recent writing, for "X," and then consider your 
recent sex life in reality, what comes to mind?

I think of how remarkably similar my work and sex life are, in that they are both mostly  
imaginary.
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Susan DiPlacido

“Beyond the Sea”

http://www.susandiplacido.com/

Tell me how you would cast the film 
version of your story...

Oh, so easy.  Bobby Cannavale for the male 
lead.  He's just so charming and good-looking 
but also really quite fun and funny.  And 
Penelope Cruz for the female, because she's 
amazing and I don't think Hollywood has yet 
found a way to bring her to show her off the 

way that films from other countries do.

What do you really know about larceny and pickpocketing?

The only experience I have with pickpocketing is from this one time when I was in San 
Francisco.  I was riding the bus, cause I was broke and poor.  And I saw this pickpocket 
coming for me.  He wasn't smooth at at all, but I didn't even bother to stop him, 
because, like I said, I didn't have any cash.  He got a handful of used tissues.  He was 
clearly annoyed and called me a dirty hippy.

Has your work ever been banned in a nation, or seized at Customs?  

My work hasn't, but I have!  I'm still not allowed to return to the Bahamas.  That was 
such a fun trip!

Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?  

Omerta.

When not writing, what are you likely to be doing?

Swimming, gambling, cooking, or watching a movie.  And any of those things are often 
accompanied by cocktails. 

When you think of your recent writing, for "X," and then consider your 
recent sex life in reality, what comes to mind?  

That I really should reconsider and take a cruise!
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Martha Garvey

“Night Train”

http://www.myfatdogbook.com/

Have you received any awards or 
condemnations in your career as a writer? 

My short story about having sex with John Quincy 
Adams won 1st prize in Clean Sheets’ Sex and Politics 
contest.  

My short story about a Frankenstein dog won a fiction 
contest sponsored by a Frankenstein festival at Stevens 
Institute of Technology.
 
Condemnation? I was once accused of betraying 
feminism because of the very story we are publishing in 
X:The Erotic Treasury!

What's your publishing history, book-wise?
 
I have published two books about pet health, My Fat Dog and My Fat Cat: 10 Simple 
Steps to Help Your Pet Lose Weight.

Do you have a scandalous or noteworthy theater life?
 
Yes. My one-woman show about my mother’s obsession with the actor Brian Dennehy 
called “My Mother’s Imaginary Husband,” was at the Knitting Factory. 
 
I have also worked as a literary manager and dramaturg, and once worked on play 
reading  that featured David Strathairn and Kevin Bacon…so I am one degree away, 
baby.
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Greta Christina

“Deprogramming”

http://gretachristina.typepad.com/

Has any of your writing been produced in 
popular films or videos?

Well, I wrote the narration for a video how-to guide 
on electrical sex toys, titled "Our Friend the Volt."

You were raised as an atheist, but when do 
you remember being fascinated with the 
"cult" experience? 

I wouldn’t describe myself as fascinated by cults, although I do find religion in general 
to be a compelling subject. 

But it sounds like what you want to know is what inspired me to write this piece. It's 
not a very nice story, but it is a true one, so I'll tell it.

I was watching a documentary about Jim Jones (of Jonestown fame) and his
People's Temple. At the point in the story where things were starting to go wrong in 
the church, it said that members of the church who disobeyed the rules were punished 
by being spanked.

It's a terrible story. They described the incidents, and what they called "spanked," I 
would call "badly beaten." But there's a deeply ingrained part of my mind and my libido 
that almost inevitably gets turned on when I hear the word "spank," and that starts to 
conjure erotic images and stories. So I found myself having sexual fantasies about this 
scenario... while at the same time being horrified by it, and feeling ashamed for being 
turned on by it.

That's where "Deprogramming" came from. I was trying to capture that feeling of being 
simultaneously horrified and turned on. I decided to have the survivors of the abuse in 
my story re-enact it in an erotic way: for the characters, this was a way for them to 
reclaim the experience and move past it... and for me, it was a way to give myself, and 
my readers, permission to be turned on by it.

My story isn't specifically about the People's Temple. It's about a fictional religious cult 
that I made up. But it's definitely influenced by real cults that I've read about... 
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Does your family know about your erotic writing? Have they read it?

I've asked my family not to, actually. My porn is like a window into my libido, and
it crosses a boundary for me to have my family looking through that window. I don't 
want my family to know what I think about when I jerk off. Call me old-fashioned.

Have you written any Manifestos?

Definitely. Many times. In my blog. Probably the best known and widest read is 
"Atheists and Anger"—  an attempt to answer, in detail, the question, "Why are you 
atheists so angry?"

Has your work ever been "made an example of"?

Oh, yes.

The best example: I wrote a piece a few years back for The Skeptical Inquirer, called 
"Comforting Thoughts About Death That Have Nothing to Do With God." 

The piece talks about how, although it might seem that an atheist philosophy has no 
comfort to offer in the face of death, in fact this is not the case. And it offers, as 
examples, some of my own atheist thoughts about death that I find comforting and 
hopeful. I started ego-Googling my name and the title of the piece... and found that 
several Christian ministers were quoting from the piece out of context, as an example 
of how even atheists admit that life without the promise of life after death is bleak and 
hopeless.

No, really. Here's how they did it. 

They would quote the part at the beginning, where I talk about how atheism seems to 
offer no comfort in the face of death. And they would completely ignore the entire 
point of the piece... which is that, while that might seem on the surface to be the case, 
it most emphatically is not.

FYI, when I find that happening, I write to these ministers; point out that they're 
quoting me as saying the exact opposite of what I'm actually saying; and remind them 
about the commandment against bearing false witness against your neighbor.
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Irma Wimple

“Electric Razor”

http://www.irmawimple.com/IrmaWimple.html

Have you ever found anything to rival the 
vibrating quality of the electric razor or the 
electric toothbrush?

[Blink.]

I figure there's a clandestine get-off industry behind 
electric razors for women.  They sure don't shave 
your legs worth a damn.

A "real" vibrator? You mean, with batteries? 

[Guffaws]  It's no accident that a woman is CEO of Portland General Electric!

What is your astrological sign? Any other signs and symbols regarding the 
occasion of your birth?

Actually, I'm an astronomer. The obstetrician in the room when I was born exerted 
more gravitational influence on me than any distant planet that was in the sky at the 
time. I don't know his name, either.
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Vicki Hendricks

“Must Bite”

http://www.vickihendricks.com/

Have you received any awards or 
condemnations in your career as a writer? 

I was nominated for an Edgar Award last 
year for my novel Cruel Poetry, but lost to 
my very good friend Megan Abbott. 
However, that was a great experience. My 

publisher said he was really surprised at my 
nomination, because the book was “so extreme,” meaning so much sex in a 
crime novel. I felt I had done well.

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story... just for fun!

How about, George Clooney for Rex and Lily Taylor for Darlene? I’m afraid I 
don’t know any chimpanzee stars for Big Man. Maybe Mark Wahlberg in a fur 
suit.

Do you have a notorious theatrical life?

I did a live act with a ferret once, but—don’t get too excited—no bestiality. I was 
reciting Uncle Remus, playing the part of the fox, and I had my pet ferret Sula 
wearing rabbit ears, attached by Velcro, and sort of playing Brer Rabbit. 

Actually, I just held her on my arm and she was mesmerized by the spotlight. I 
had to recite all her lines. 

I had a tiny straw hat that I planned to put on her for her performance of Laura 
in The Glass Menagerie. I changed one line slightly, so that, instead of saying, as 
Amanda, “But, Laura, you’re a cripple!” I would say, “But, Laura, you’re a ferret!”

What do you know about caring for exotic pets, personally?

I’ve certainly had my share of exotic pets and poop scooping, but I’ve given it 
up because it never works out well for the animals, health-wise. 
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I had a gorgeous iguana named Chinaski, after the Bukowski character, and one 
of those tiny chipmunk-type things with wings like a flying squirrel. They both 
hated me. I have scars.

I always wanted a monkey, but luckily, I did research before I had an opportunity  
to get one. I did visit darling year-old spider monkeys in Mexico at a resort that 
allowed you to sit in the cage with them. 

My sister and I sat in there for hours, letting them kiss us on the lips and swing 
over our heads and grab our hair. Oh, those cute little monkey mouths! When 
we got home we read about all kinds of diseases, like zoonosis, that we could 
have caught. We didn’t catch anything.
As for Florida, it’s a magnet for crazy people, so I think the exotic species count 
is probably high.

I know the Everglades are becoming overrun with non-native species, such as 
cobras and Burmese pythons that people have dumped or allowed to escape. It’s 
not good for animals or people. Last year, a python, big enough to swallow an 
alligator, did so and exploded.

What other jobs have you held besides writing?

Besides waitressing?  Assembling Mack Truck headlights, and filling gallon jugs 
with worcestershire sauce from a hose in a huge vat. Other than that,  I have 
always taught writing at Broward College in southern Florida.

Skydiving is my number one sport. I’ve broken the every-weekend habit and only  
go to the drop zone once in a month or two, but I’m making my way to my 600th 
jump.

Does your family know about your erotic writing? Have they read it?

Oh, yeah. My son was in high school when I started my first novel, and since I 
didn’t know much about computers, I used to have to wake him around 5 AM 
fairly often to help me unfreeze the page or fix some such idiocy. I would always 
be stuck on an extremely erotic part. 

He was probably too dazed to notice or else he just didn’t let on, but when my 
first novel came out, he read it. I remember a reporter called him, trying to get 
some conflict for an article, and asked about all the sex used in the book. I can 
still quote Ben’s answer: “My mother finds it necessary to test those 
boundaries.” I thought that was so clever. 
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Lisa Montanarelli

“Loved It and Set It Free”

http://www.lisamontanarelli.com/erotic-fiction/

How much of your story is 
autobiographical?

Full disclosure: I set out to write a true story but 
produced a pastiche of several events from my 
childhood and adolescence. 

I never sent a dildo floating out into the Baltimore 
Harbor on a broken bookshelf. I made up the porn 
flicks and sex toys and altered other details to 
entertain readers and protect the guilty. 

To my knowledge, there are no videos named Farm Family Free-for-All or Public Enema 
Number One, Two and Three. You can see why I’ve never written a memoir. I’d end up 
like James Frey.

To answer your question about how many of these events happened in my life, I had 
homo-auto-erotic encounters with other girls as early as sixth grade. 

When I was ten and eleven, I used to spend the night at a friend’s house, and we would 
masturbate under the covers while telling each other “dirty stories” about men and 
women. 

I came out to myself, parents and friends in 1986, when I was nineteen. In other words, 
I remained clueless for some time.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors?

My father’s parents were both illiterate—Italian peasant stock. My dad knew his 
grandparents but had no idea who his great-grandparents were. My mother’s family 
traces their lineage to Mélusine, a medieval Celtic water-fairy who was a woman from 
the waist up and a serpent from the waist down. I suppose this makes me part 
fictional.

Some folks in my family are great storytellers. According to family lore, we have some 
chairs that belonged to a marquis descended from François de la Rochefoucauld, the 
writer of epigrams. The marquis lost his head in the French Revolution, and his son 
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went to the guillotine trying to save the furniture. (After all, what is an aristocrat 
without property?) 

He sent the chairs to his mother and sister who managed to escape to Haiti, because 
their servants hid them in laundry baskets aboard a ship. This story has been handed 
down for at least five generations.
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Nick Kaufmann

“Comeback”

http://www.nicholaskaufmann.com

What do you really think 
happens to old porn stars?

As strange as this may sound, I'd 
like to believe that old porn stars 
wind up in happy marriages with 
fulfilling family lives.  Children, nice 
house, the whole shebang.  Funded 
by their old movies and kept in 
good finances by fans still buying 

their DVDs.  

Obviously I'm a big softy at heart. 

 In "Comeback," I believe Amber Fox makes the wrong choice with her newfound 
power.  She chooses to use it to re-enter a profession that never cared about her 
except as a moneymaking device, when instead she could have used it to find herself a 
love that would make her happier and more fulfilled.  (Though the argument could also 
be made that she's sticking it to the industry that turned its back on her.)  

How old are you.. and how do you consider your own erotic mortality?

I'm currently 39, will turn 40 at the end of February.  It's a little scary, thinking about 
that.  I was a late bloomer, sexually.  I didn't lose my virginity until I was in my early 
20s (in the Friendship Motel in Dover, Delaware; the woman who took my virginity was 
10 years older than me, and my dental hygienist).  My sexual prime came to me in my 
early and mid-30s.

Have you ever won an award- or condemnation- for any of your talents?

I was recently a Bram Stoker Award finalist for my novella, GENERAL SLOCUM'S GOLD.
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Elle Molique

“Footprints”

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your talents?

Britton Johnson Flute Award, Peabody 
Conservatory

What's your publishing history, book-
wise?

I self-published a book about a boy who is 
psychic when he takes a shit, never knowing 
his true destiny was that he was the son of 
God...or something like Him.

What do you really know about men in 
the music scene?

Most guys who go into music are funny-looking and can't play sports, to they go into 
music to get pussy.  Honestly, as a performing musician, I can see why they are 
threatened.  I can get more pussy after a show than any guy, and I'm mostly not gay.  
And guys know that.  Blatant fear of becoming peniacally obsolete.  They should be 
picketing sperm banks, not giving me shit for playing well.
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Marcelle Manhattan

“Second Date”

So tell me more about 
your Manhattan dating 
life...

What’s a size queen to do? 
Nice girls can't ask before the 
date starts. 

And how do you teach a 
fellow to use their hands 
properly, when you don't have 
a lot of time or a blackboard? 
 
It's sort of like reaching into a 
grab bag ... you never know 

what you're going to get. 

Sometimes, a girl gets pleasantly surprised. This was one of those times.

 And as far as teaching goes, I like to give some direction ... but I'm afraid slow 
learners do get left behind!
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Monmouth

“Parts for Wholes”

http://monmouth.blogspot.com/

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your 
talents?

I lost out on a Golden Phallus statue at the 2007 Erotic Awards, which I lusted for, but I 
have yet to be invited to any gala events where I might have to step onstage and make 
a speech. Mostly I think there isn't an award that matches my ambitions in life. 

If there was some sort of Cunnilinguist award, combining writing and oral sex, I think 
I'd be a strong contender.

Have you ever used a pen name of the opposite gender from yourself?

No, but a number of people who read my blog seem convinced that I am a woman. I 
find it enormously flattering, but it makes me wonder what exactly I would try to 
change if I attempted to write under a female pseudonym. Perhaps I write in a sort of 
hermaphroditic style?
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Susan Musgrave

“Valentine’s Day in Jail”

http://www.susanmusgrave.com/

Biography:

In the fall of 1984, at the beginning of her 
second year as Writer-in-Residence at the 
University of Waterloo, Susan Musgrave 
received a manuscript from a convicted 
bank robber. Musgrave read the manuscript 
and fell in love with the novel’s protagonist. 

She began to correspond with the book’s 
author, Stephen Reid, a member Canada’s 
notorious Stopwatch Gang, who had served 
ten years of a twenty year sentence for a 
gold heist in Ottawa. 

The correspondence touched off a romance, 
a best-selling novel, Jackrabbit Parole, and 

eventually a maximum security wedding: three camera crews, including one from The 
Fifth Estate, filmed the couple saying “I do” and Musgrave was commissioned by 
Vancouver Magazine to cover her own three-day honeymoon in a cottage on the prison 
grounds.

 Stephen was released on full parole in June of 1987. “That person seems like an 
ancestor of mine,” Reid said, recently, of his days in the Stopwatch Gang.

After her prison marriage, Musgrave acquired a new persona, “the bankrobber’s wife”. 
When, in 1998, the CBC made a documentary about their lives, she decided to have fun 
with both their personas, even orchestrating a photo-shoot where they posed as Bonnie 
& Clyde, imitating a famous shot of the two outlaws, where Bonnie holds her partner-
in-crime hostage at the end of a gun.

Did you graduate high school?

Nope. Rose up (no dropping out for me) and was checked into a mental hospital 
instead, by my parents. I escaped and ran away with my lover (20 years older than me - 
a university prof from Berkeley - I was 15) to live in Berkeley and after an aborted 
suicide attempt was put in a home for wayward girls in San Francisco. I escaped from 
there, also. I have never been found.
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When I was in Grade 8 I hooked up with this boy I liked, started skipping school to 
make out, write poetry and listen to him play “The Times They Are A’Changing” on his 
guitar in a field of itchy grass - until my school principal called me to his office. He said 
if I continued down this slippery slope there would be only one career opportunity left 
open to me in the future: I would end up working as a prostitute. Even then, I knew this 
wasn’t in the cards for me. I didn’t want a job where you had to work with other 
people.

What other occupations do you hold, or have you held, besides being a 
writer?

If you mean like nurse or fireman, then none. If you mean Hair Magnet inventor, patent 
pending. Or

Girdles Toilet Seats with Sanitary Strips on volunteer basis,many.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors?

Border retrievers on the English-Scottish border. Our family is descended from the 
Musgraves who moved to Ireland in 1732 where one received a knighthood for his 
Memoir of the Irish Rebellion. The most recent ancestor I've learned about is a 
"skeleton" on my mother's paternal side. I am related to Mary Blandy, the last woman 
executed in England (presumably for witchcraft.) I had actually used her name in a 
short series of poems I wrote, all from the points-of-views of 18th century witches, 
called Becky Swan's Book.

Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?

One unpaid parking ticket from Parry Sound, Ontario, in 1995. I leave the bigger stuff 
to my partners. (My second husband was a marijuana smuggler from Washington. He 
brought a boat up to Canada with 30 tons of pot on board - this was in 1980 before 
B.C. Bud - and the boat broke down, and, and...I met him through his defense lawyer, 
my first husband.)

My husband just got out of prison in January (he reoffended in 1999 - after getting 
addicted again to coke and heroin - and got 18 years. So our sex life is still/or had 
been up until January, mostly under the table.
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Bill Noble

“Salt”

http://personallifemedia.com/guests/665-bill-
noble

Have you ever won an award or 
condemnation for any of your 
talents?
 

The National Looking Glass Award for Poetry  
(1999); Fiction Award, Southwest Writers 
Conference (1997); a couple of Pushcart 
nominations, reader selection as one of the 
“Erotic Stories of the Decade” in Susie 

Bright’s Best American Erotica; The Cable Car Associations award for public service 
advertising (about 1980

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story that we're 
publishing in "X"... just for fun!

 Neat question. Marilyn Chambers and Peter Fonda.

What's your history with the Hawaiian Islands? 

My wife and I used to lead natural history and backpacking trips in the islands, and my 
wife’s grandfather was Te Rangi Hiroa’s (Peter Buck’s) biographer and friend. 

Best swim? Far out to sea to find spinner dolphins off the Kona Coast, and (not 
swimming) an entire day kayaking far offshore with a pod of hungry, copulating 
humpback whales. 

I think I’d want to go back and make love in a friend’s tiny little bamboo-and-thatch hut 
on the lava just above the surf line on the Big Island.

What other occupations do you hold, or have you held, besides being a 
writer?

 Nova Scotian farmer, physics technician, museum curator of birds, gas station 
attendant, cab driver, school bus driver, “boiler-room” telephone salesman (repulsive 
job), teaching naturalist, wilderness and mountaineering leader, international drug 
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runner, college administrator, ED and board chair of a variety of environmental 
nonprofits.  

Are you now, or have you been a sex worker?

In every respect except the financial, I firmly believe that writers of erotica are sex 
workers.

How old are you?  Where were you born and raised?

 I just turned seventy this year. Born and raised in the Berkshires of Massachusetts, 
where my direct ancestors were the first European settlers.

My dad, who in his early years was a timber-topper and high-tension lineman. Or my 
great-great grandfather, an Ojibwa who died in Andersonville during the civil war as a 
lieutenant in a Massachusetts regiment.
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Rachel Kramer Bussel

“A First Time for Everything”

http://www.rachelkramerbussel.com/

How did you get the idea for 
a female-driven bukkake 
party?

I like to make my characters (and 
myself, to some extent) unnerved, thrown off course. In this story, the 
protagonist thinks she’s so blasé and over everything about sex, but she still 
has this one big fantasy, and to some extent, is nervous about it. I like the idea 
that she’s orchestrating it all, but there are still some elements she can’t 
orchestrate.

There are lots of things that I fantasize about that I doubt I’d ever do, or maybe 
only if the stars were aligned just so. I like fiction because I can make those 
stars align.

Did you attend college? If so, which one? What was your major?

I graduated from the University of California, Berkeley, and studied political 
science and women’s studies. That was back when I was super anti-porn and 
pretty clueless about a lot of sexual matters in general.

Has your work ever been "made an example of" by various people 
with an agenda?

I once wrote a column for The Village Voice called “I’m Pro-Choice and I Fuck,” 
and it was interesting to see the reactions it got from pro-life people. I knew it 
was a deliberately provocative title, but it was meant to point out the links 
between sexual and reproductive freedom, because they’re intimately 
intertwined. Sometimes people have written about my stories or books (or book 
covers) in ways that I don’t agree with, but that’s okay. One of the hugest 
writing lessons I’ve had to learn is that once I stop typing, I don’t control how 
my words get interpreted or used. They become other people’s to do with what 
they will. It was tough for me not to have the urge to fight (or rather, blog) back, 
but I realize I have to move on to the next piece of writing rather than wallow in 
something that’s already done.
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Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?

The closest I’ve come to that is during my animal rights days as a teenager 
when I did civil disobedience at a pigeon shoot in Hegins, Pennsylvania. It was a 
very heady experience, a very us against them environment. I was arrested but 
wasn’t held for very long, though they wound up releasing me to my friends, 
who drove me home to New Jersey. My parents, who had been divorced since I 
was 2, drove together to come get me, and I always say that was when I knew 
they really, truly loved me, to endure being together in such close quarters for 
that long!

Do you have any noteworthy hobbies, regimes, pursuits, or 
collections?

My cupcake blog (http://cupcakestakethecake.blogspot.com) is my little pride 
and joy. It’s funny because while some people know me for my sex writing, in 
that world I’m “Rachel from Cupcakes Take the Cake” and it’s very cool. I’ve 
gotten to meet cupcake people from all over the world and have eaten cupcakes 
in London, LA, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Atlanta, and Washington, DC in this 
year alone!
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Peggy Munson

“Fairgrounds”

http://www.peggymunson.com/

Have you ever won an award for any of 
your talents?

I was a finalist for the Lambda Literary Awards in 
Lesbian Debut Fiction -- then censored by Lambda 
because my work was dubbed "too straight." 

I also won the spelling bee in elementary school, 
ultimately choking on the word "gangrene" at 

regionals.

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story... just for fun!

Lead Girl: Chloe Sevigny

Daddy Billy - I would do a cattle call for a gruff no-name butch stud

Octopus Man - William H. Macy

Octopus Man's Girlfriend, Cherry - Kathy Bates, wearing something spandex-y from 
Target

Octopus Boi - Rufus Wainwright playing a disabled tranny boi

Random Carnies - Other Wainwrights

What kind of reactions have you had to your story? It apparently became a 
big deal on a locked bulletin board for amputee fetishists... 

As far as I could tell, amputee fetishists were doing untoward things with prosthetics 
while rolling around on a giant Braille scroll of my story -- or something like that (sadly, 
I never got in either)!  

As for reactions, someone turned the story into an incredible dirty poem.  It was 
translated into Italian. I performed some similar work by video later at a couple of 
disability-focused erotica events.
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What is your own life "in the circus"? Did you like carnivals as a child? 

My own experience with carnivals looked a lot like David Foster Wallace's essay on the 
Illinois State Fair.  

Those Illinois fairs (the McLean County fair, the Kroger parking lot fair, the annual Corn 
Festival) spelled out my budding erotic: mostly the image of the 4-H tent with its neat 
stitches and carefully hemmed adolescent desires swirling around absurdly delicious 
cakes and then abutting the swine tent with unapologetic grit and dropped corn dogs 
covered in Carny cigarette butts.  
My whole erotic feeling is something akin to picking up the dropped corn dog, 
taunting the swine, eating as much cake as possible, then letting out those so-perfect 
seams.  

What's so hot at those fairs is the sense of hemmed chaos that is about to break, as 
the footpaths get rutted and muddy, the carnies lose their patience and do sadistic 
things with ride gears, and the cut-off jeans get snagged on teenage lust. 

Do you hear from people saying, "Oh dear, you're making our oppressed 
minority look bad, can't you be more sensitive...."  or is that era over?

Frankly, I don't think disabled folks ever even got enough recognition to get on the p.c. 
radar. 

 I took a course at Oberlin called "Theorizing Race, Class, Gender, and Sexuality in 
Contemporary Capitalism," where we sat around in a circle talking about the 
intersections of our so-called oppression— but disability just did not exist.  

Disability has always been in a fringe space, fringe mainly because it is all about the 
body and all of the aspects of the body that freak people out.  So disabled people 
usually don't get worked up about radical sex because they are used to their bodies 
being put under the most literal microscopes, poked and prodded and subjected to 
telethon-esque social freak shows.  

Even the conservative disabled bodies are just, on some level, living a queer sexuality.  

So when someone comes along and writes about disabled bodies seizing pleasure, 
disabled folks are generally psyched about the visibility and the notion (not often 
shared by social institutions) that sexual pleasure is their birthright. 

In contrast, even the most open-minded sex radicals sometimes flinch at the idea that 
some people find prosthetic legs as hot as prosthetic cocks, insane levels of 
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transcendence can bloom out of physical restrictions, and injured young veterans are 
damned well going to fuck their girlfriends when they get out of the rehab hospital.  

I was just re-reading a 1999 essay by Patrick Califia in which he talks about how, when 
he became a sex writer with an acquired disability, people were "so overwhelmed by 
cognitive dissonance because of my disability that they've literally tried to take the 
cane away from me." 

Do you think limited mobility and kink have any special understanding 
together?

This is a fantastic question -- and yes!  I was thinking about how, with an illness 
characterized by immobility, it's so hot for me to hear a partner snarl "hold still" or 
"don't you dare move" — or even just to move my limbs around like a ragdoll.  

It's something about recognizing all of the receding corners that are in a person -- 
whether those are dark fantasies, literal parameters, or limits that can be pushed a 
little bit.  

Lovers who never fuck in rote mode, who just learn where the lines are and exactly 
how to thrill on those tracks, are the hottest lovers ever.  Plus there is the inherent 
social queerness of disability that just makes it kinky.  There is also a discipline that 
can come out of sex with a disability, a honed Zen-like awareness.  

Imagine you have pain all over your body, and what it means for a lover to just run a 
finger along the one place you feel pleasure, the increased valuation of that pleasure in 
contrast to your daily life. Disability also often forces reinvention, which can just make 
even the most placid activity kinky.  

I have had to study all of the textures of stillness.  Lovers have appreciated both how 
embodied I have to be because I have to stay attuned to my physical status, and how 
non-literal I am about the body at the same time, because I'm used to adding and 
subtracting extensions to the flesh in all sorts of ways. 

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors?

My aunt did some genealogy and found abolitionists as well as Amish in my family 
tree, which explains why I think this Amish tradition called "bundling" is really hot (it 
involves lying with someone under a quilt and seeing how long you can resist 
temptation).  

My recent ancestors on Mom's side were Germanic farm stock, John Deere to the 
marrow, and I grew up the youngest grandchild of some huge farm families that had 
amazing.  My Dad was part of the local media (with the morning radio drive time shift) 
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before everything went corporate.  My aunt worked as a criminal pathologist at the LA 
County Coroner's Office, which handles most of the famous Hollywood autopsies, and 
this always brought a freak element to holiday dinners, when it wasn't unusual to hear 
about an autoerotic asphyxiation case while Grandma was dishing out mashed 
rutabagas.
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R. Gay

“Broads”

http://www.pettyfictions.com/

What is it about the nebbishy 
guy being the new working class 
sex hero today? 

For so long, the iconic male hero has 
been a guy with rippling muscles and 
chiseled features. The heroine likes 
the bad boy who treats her like crap 

but knows how to
make her moan.  That is well and good. I don't mind that guy. 

But I think there is also space for the narrow, timid somewhat invisible guy who finds a 
way to make himself seen in the world. There's space for the guy who is nice and kind 
and I think that we need to stop equating kindness with weakness. They are not 
synonymous. By that same token, kindness is not antonymous to sex appeal.

I love that your story is the first vanilla story I've ever read about fisting. 

It’s always been fairly surprising to me that fisting is considered taboo and  kinky and 
wrong. I realized this while watching a depressing Lifetime movie called Human 
Trafficking with Mira Sorvino, when one of the trafficked women was lamenting her 
unfortunate circumstances by crying, "They fisted me," in a tone that implied that
being fisted was one step away from death. 

To my mind, the pussy is the perfect place for a hand. Writers these days (and I don't 
exclude myself) want to be as "edgy" as possible, so they create hot scenarios where 
they push that sexual envelope. They take something like fisting and make it seem like 
a dark, dangerous thing. Perhaps it has simply never crossed a writer's mind to treat 
fisting as normal as other, more societally traditional forms of sexual interaction. 

The good news is that it crossed my mind. I just loved the idea that there is this sweet 
guy who wants to use his beautiful hands to please the woman with whom he is 
infatuated.

How would you describe yourself in a phrase, school-wise?
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If navigating a university is a game of chess, my favorite move is castling.

Have you ever held Political Office?

The more interesting question, I think, is have I ever held a political member in his 
office?

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors, who they were...

My ancestors were free. 

I’m Haitian, and it’s always been drilled into me that my ancestors were free and that 
my ancestors put the idea of freedom into the consciousness of the American people. I 
think knowing that gives me extra confidence (as if I needed that).

Do you have any noteworthy hobbies, regimes, pursuits, or collections?

I collect Monopoly sets from around the world.
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Salome Wilde

“God’s Gift”

http://www.salomewilde.net/

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your talents?

I consider publication itself an award— hell, I 
consider just knowing there are readers out there 
who enjoy my stories better than awards!  I've gotten 
a death threat for being a feminist...does that count?  

When not writing, what are you likely to be 
doing?

Theater, reading, walking my dogs, having kinky sex.

When you think of your recent writing, for X, and then consider your 
recent sex life in reality, what comes to mind?

I do not suffer fools or lousy sex partners lightly.

Do you have any noteworthy hobbies, regimes, pursuits, or collections?

I spent the summer reading smutty fanfiction based on the manga/anime Inuyasha and 
blush to admit how hot little cartoon dog demons can be!
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Shanna 
Germain

“Red Light, Green 
Light”

www.shannagermain.com 

What's your publishing history, book-wise?

I'm a sprinter. 

Poems, short stories, essays and the occasional novella are my strength. 

So, book-wise, my pieces have mainly been included in anthologies, including Best 
American Erotica, Best Bondage Erotica, Best Lesbian Erotica, Best Gay Romance... I 
believe nearly 100 books in all.

What is it about doing something for a lover, that you might not do for 
yourself, on your own? 

I am selfish, and a pure hedonist. Is there anything I would do for someone else that I 
wouldn't do for me? If there is, I don't know it...
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Susie Hara

“Puffy Lips”

Do you have a scandalous or noteworthy theater 
life? Plays, performance art?

I performed as a solo theatre artist in San Francisco in 
the 80s and 90s. The closest I got to a striptease is when 

I was an actor in Teatro de la Esperanza's Real Women Have Curves, and we had to 
strip down to our underwear because the women characters in the play were working 
in a sweat shop in L.A. in the summer. 

We wore boring underwear as a costume, though, white panties up to the waist and 
plain white bras. One night on tour I forgot to wear the costume underwear and when I 
stripped down I saw I was wearing lavender bikini panties. This did not cause a riot, 
however. 

Okay, if there was a killer cocktail called a Labia Majora... what would be 
the ingredients? 

 Mango juice, vodka, a touch of cherry syrup, some soda water, a delicate swirl of 
cream, and a dash of Grand Marnier. A tangerine twist.

When you think of your recent writing, for "X," and then consider your 
recent sex life in reality, what comes to mind? 

Writing erotica is great license.
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Tsaurah Litzky

“Gifts From Santa”

http://www.tsaurahlitzky.com/

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your talents, 
including writing?
  
I teach an erotic writing course, Silk Sheets: Writing 
Erotica, which is now in it's eleventh year at the New 
School in Manhattan. In 2004, it was named the 
“Best Writing Class in NYC” in the Village Voice's 
“Best of NYC 2004” issue. Since then they 
have not named another "Best Writing Class" so I 
guess we are still the best one. 

Tell me how you would cast the film version 
of your story..

Javier Bardem would be Santa Claus and I would play myself.

Do you have a scandalous or noteworthy theater life? 

I wrote a play about the life and work of Charles Bukowski, called Barfly Redux.
I played Lola Coca-Cola, a good time girl who was very scandalous indeed. 
 
In 1970-71 I was a member of the Bread and Puppet Theater.

At Emory College in Atlanta, during the time of the Kent State Riots, I played Mary 
Magadalen washing the feet of Jesus in a big outdoor pageant. I wore a see-through 
dress with no underwear. I had to climb up the big cross he was crucified on to do the 
foot-washing. 

If I recall correctly, during my part of the performance the guns of a couple of the 
National Guardsman, who were on the campus to keep the peace, went off accidently.    

What was Christmas like for you, growing up?
 
We celebrated Chanukah but my cousin Marlene and I always made paper Christmas 
trees too. Every year my mother took me to Manhattan to look at the Christmas 
decorations in the store windows. 
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These excursions always ended up at Macy's, where I sat on Santa's knees and told him 
my Christmas wish. Although every year Santa was a different shape and size his knees 
were always warm and wide like my Grandpa's. When I was seven I asked Santa for a 
baby brother and the next year I got one. I figured Santa could be trusted.
    
The fantasy is universally appealing in part because of the surrounding mythology, the 
merry elves, the reindeer, the jingling bells, but also because of the pleasure of 
wishing for something or things and the knowledge that your wish might just come 
true. 

I will never get Santa out of my system erotically; I don't want to. He still does if for me 
because of his hot knees and big black boots.   

Have you written for porn publishers or producers? If so, is that well-
known to your peers?

Of course I write for porn publishers. I think pornography describes the best erotica as 
the very best literature should be stimulating to the senses. Everyone who knows me 
knows what I write and how proud I am of my career as a pornographer.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors?

My ancestors were soldiers of fortune, gamblers, horse thieves, never-do-wells,
pirates, story-tellers, weavers and sewers, good cooks, good dancers. gardeners and 
witches (both good and evil witches), devils and bitches. 

When you think of your recent writing, for "X," and then consider your 
recent sex life in reality, what comes to mind?  

I want a bigger stocking!
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Pam Ward

“Clean Comfortable Room”

http://www.pamwardwriter.com/

What's your publishing history, 
book-wise?

I wrote my first short story when 
this chick by the coffee machine at a 
place called The Women's Building 
in L.A.— she told me I should try 

and write. 

I was gabbing my head off about one of my exploits while really trying to coax her to 
share her cream. 

After that, I sat in Michelle Clinton's and Bob Flanagan's class at Beyond Baroque and 
found a flyer for this new 'zine called Caffeine which was looking for poets. Next thing 
I know I'm a published poet.

I wrote my first novel, WANT SOME GET SOME, during the L.A. riots. None of my design 
clients would come to my neighborhood so I had lots of free time. I could really see the 
haves and have-nots. Living near a cemetery aided in me writing book two, BAD GIRLS 
BURN SLOW which is my favorite. It’s about hidden identity. I’m a light skin black chick 
so I see and hear more than I should. If I was a guy I’d be a cross dresser.

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story...

Okay, first off we have got to cast the fat-belly, banjo playing, road hick as Dennis 
Quaid. But homeboy has to agree to eat cinnamon rolls all day and mountains of baked 
beans with pork until he gets Raging Bull, huge. 

The on-the-run-chick should be Halle Berry if she'll roadkill some of her beauty. She 
played a great crack head so she could pull it off if she summons up some of that 
Monster Ball.

What are you own inspirations for murder-loving authors who scare the 
daylights out of you?

 
I loved Henry Farrell, the dude who wrote "What Ever Happened to Baby Jane?" and 
"Hush Hush Sweet Charlotte". I was blown away by those stories. He was so camp, so 
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LA— and most of his stuff was done in Hancock Park which has a wonderful decaying 
history. 

I love Hitchcock too. He was a true minimalist and got it right on. I'm a girl for a good 
psychological drama. I love ruthless woman or aging broads with knives who will stop 
to look in the mirror first before the kill.

It’s not that my female characters are unrepentant, they're usually leveling the playing 
field. They recognize the card they've been dealt and play it as it lays. My chicks win 
over abject cruelty or violence and only pull the trigger in self defense.

Did you attend college? If so, which one? What was your major?

I went to UCLA and graduated as a Political Science major. I loved reading court cases. 
SInce I have both cops and robbers in my family I was very attracted to crime and  
hellbent on being an attorney. But I was an art major too and ended up getting a job as 
a graphic designer instead. I think I made the right choice. A friend of mine who did go 
the law school thing is rotting in a jail cell now because of a horrible scam that 
backfired. That could have easily been me.

How would you describe yourself in a phrase, school-wise?

I'm a nerd with a con artist heart. In elementary school I palmed candy from a liquor 
store and then sold it for profit. 

I loved school so much I would do other people's homework, and ran a small 
homework business for money. I wrote term papers while I was a senior in high school 
for my college-educated boyfriends. I liked research and writing. 

 If you can write, school is a breeze. I did get stumped in a logic class that kicked my 
ass.

Are you now, or have you been a sex worker?

Of course! But not in the way most people think. My first job was at a firm in North 
Hollywood where I worked as a paste-up artist. My poor boss came in and announced 
sadly that he had to take porn clients in order to survive. 

I was elated because he moved me up to designer. It was very exciting and I designed 
many logos and brochures. John Holmes was naked on my desk every damn day. Well, 
his picture was.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors, who they were...
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My grandparents are from lynch-mob Mississippi. Maybe that's why they came here as 
kids. That's why I say third-generation, because my grandfather came to LA at four 
years old. My dad was an architect from Pasadena and my mom was from Watts. It was 
a great combination.

Do your children and/or parents know about your erotic writing? 

My mom found my porn stash in the seventh grade. Instead of getting mad she kept it 
in a night stand by her bed. Need I say more...
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Donna George Storey

“Yes”

http://www.donnageorgestorey.com/

Have you ever won an awards for your 
talents? 

I like to think I do it all for love, no reward required, 
but I’ll admit I enjoy a little recognition now and then.  

A few years back Sunset Magazine gave me a “Good Cook” award for my recipe 
for Bavarian Mousse Rice Pudding.  That creation has gotten me some of the 
best in-person reviews of my career—who can resist a rich, fluffy pudding 
spiked with rum?  

I also managed to snag a special mention in Pushcart Prize Stories 2004 for one 
of my more restrained stories about sex and Japan, but frankly I prefer no-hold-
barred sex stories such as “Ukiyo” in Best American Erotica 2006, which is the 
prettiest jewel in my tiara!

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story...

I would love to cast Mad Men’s Jon Hamm as the narrator who pushes his lover 
on to ever-edgier adventures.  I love how his hair gets all mussed in those 
scenes of illicit, untrammeled sex.

For the lover who is sweet and proper on the outside, but wild and experimental 
(even pit bull-like?) in private, well, someone dared me to suggest Sarah Palin. 
While she seems willing to give in to the whims of her political party, I doubt 
she’d sleep with her mate’s best friend just because he ordered her to do it.  So 
let’s go with Liv Tyler—lovely and elegant, but that sensual mouth suggests an 
intriguing sensuality we all want to see more of.

How would you describe yourself in a phrase, school-wise?

An apparently minor incident in my junior year English class may be responsible 
for my career as an erotica writer.  One morning, I overheard a boy behind me 
say to his friend “Donna George is cute. I’d go out with her if she wasn’t so 
smart.”  
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I blushed and pretended not to hear, but I heard all too well. He’d summed up a 
well-accepted dilemma in our society, bookish women (and men) are not 
considered sexy.  I think I decided then on some level that I would prove smart 
and sexy DO go together.  And so I went on to assemble a date-defying list of 
academic credentials.  

I’m a Phi Beta Kappa Princeton graduate with a Ph.D. in Japanese literature from 
Stanford.  I know, you wanted to fuck me— but now you have second thoughts?  

Fortunately, somewhere along the way men did consent to sleep with me, thus 
giving me plenty of material for my erotic writing.  My readers may not know it, 
but every time one of my stories makes them spring a boner or get nice and wet 
down there, it’s a victory for girls-who-wear-glasses everywhere!

Any interesting felonies or misdemeanors you'd like to mention?

Not quite to that level. But I prevented a miscarriage of criminal justice. I once 
spent a summer working at the IRS, copying the tax returns of British rock stars 
about their US income—and I saved The Moody Blues from an audit.
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P.S. Haven

“Rock of Ages”

http://www.mojocastle.com/alterego/
ego.html

Tell me how you would cast the film 
version of your story that we're 
publishing in "X"... just for fun!

Since itʼs a coming of age story that 
revolves around the music of the late 
ʻ60s, I had the reporter kid, Patrick 
Fugit, and Kate Hudson from “Almost 

Famous” when I was writing it. Which means that the other two guys in the story could 
be Billy Crudup and Jason Lee. Just go for a complete cast reunion.
 
 
  
So, do you have siblings? How would you handle privacy issues with your own kids if 
you were faced with the usual hassles?

I do have one brother. No sisters, though. However, the story about the kid finding the 
smutty paperback really did happen to me. It was my auntʼs. She had written her name 
inside the front cover and everything. And it was hardcore. Just like the “Alpine Spa” 
book in the story. I learned a lot from that book…

As far as my own kid goes, I hope Iʼll have the decency to totally respect her privacy. A 
big part of growing up happens when your parents are looking the other way. If we raise 
her right, and let her know she can always come to us with any questions or problems, 
no matter how personal, then things will work out just fine (I hope).
 
 
What's the first "dirty book" or magazine you ever remember seeing?

Definitely my dadʼs Playboy collection. He had a few years worth stashed upstairs. 
There was one issue in particular, though, that really clued me in to the fact that I was 
heterosexual. December ʼ79, the Christmas issue with Raquel Welch in that red one-
piece on the cover. My god. Still, to this day, thatʼs my ideal image of womanhood. I 
actually found a copy on eBay a few years ago and had to have it.
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How old are you?  Where were you born and raised?

Iʼm 36. Born and raised in Winston-Salem. And I never left.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors, who they were...

My ancestors have been here for a long time. Had a Tory as well as a Confederate 
soldier in the family tree. Long history of being on the wrong side of wars.

Are you a parent? A grandparent?

Got a 7-year old daughter who just got elected to student council. She loves to write, 
too, just like her Old Man.

Do your children and/or parents know about your erotic writing? Have they read it?

My daughter knows that I write, but not about what. My parents, no way. When I was a 
teenager, my dad found some stuff Iʼd written then thrown in the trash. Pretty hardcore 
stuff. He was quite concerned to say the least. Hence the nom de plume…

 
When not writing, what are you likely to be doing?

I love spending time with my wife and daughter, working on my old car, drawing and 
reading.
 

When you think of your recent writing, for "X," and then consider your recent sex life in 
reality, what comes to mind?

Sometimes the real thing is even better than you imagine it will be.

Do you have any noteworthy hobbies?

Iʼve got piece of shit ʼ67 Mustang that keeps my wallet empty and my fingernails dirty. 
And way too many comic books.
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Chelsea Summers

“Cold Ass Ice”

 
http://prettydumbthings.typepad.com/

Have you ever won an award- or 
condemnation- for any of your 
talents?

I won Best Supporting Actress in sixth grade for my compelling performance of 
Mrs. Baumgarten, the gym teacher; I won the adult graduating students Best 
Professor Award for in 2007; and in 2006 I won an award for Best Female 
Sexblogger. 

Tell me how you would cast the film version of your story... just for fun!

Kate Winslet, a New York bathtub, a squirt of Ajax. and a chunk of ice. 

Did you see the ice cube sex scene in 9 1/2 Weeks?

My story comes from my own visceral response to a hot day, raging hormones, 
and inveterate curiousity.

Did you graduate high school?

Oh,  my, yes. Though I often have dreams I missed algebra and have to return. 
They make me wake in panic. 

How would you describe yourself in a phrase, school-wise?

Recalcitrant and avid. An atheist, I ended up with a Catholic school pedigree for 
both college and grad school, There’s little that goads me into good 
performance more than spite.
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What other occupations do you hold, or have you held, besides being a writer?

Chambermaid, store clerk, window dresser, dog walker, bartender, model 
booker, college professor, waitress, life guard and stripper.

Are you now, or have you been a sex worker?

I stripped for six years in the early 1990’s.

What comes to mind when you consider your ancestors, who they were...

I have an ancestor named Submit Hawkins. She lived in Vermont in the early 
nineteenth century, after it had become a state but before it had been widely 
colonized. Her house was raided by Canadian Indians who took Submit and two 
of her three sons (one son hid in a cupboard and avoided the raiding party). 

Submit and one son were sold to a Canadian fur trader, but her other son 
remained with the Indian tribe, eventually becoming one of them. Eventually, 
Submit’s original husband found both Submit and their son, bought them back 
from the fur trader, and returned to Vermont.
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